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N. KOREA THREATENS SOUTH WITH "SEA OF FIRE"
November 24, 2011 cbsnews.com reported: “North Korea threatened...to turn Seoul's presidential palace office into a "sea of fire," stepping
up its rhetoric one day after South Korea conducted large-scale military drills near a front-line island attacked by North Korea last
year.
On Wednesday, South Korea mobilized aircraft, rocket launchers, artillery guns and naval boats for the first anniversary of the
artillery attack on a military garrison and fishing community on Yeonpyeong Island in the Yellow Sea. Two marines and two
construction workers were killed in the attack, the first on a civilian area since the 1950-53 Korean War.
A similar "sea of fire" threatens to engulf Seoul's presidential Blue House if South Korean forces fire a single shot into North Korean
territory, the North's People's Army warned in a statement from Pyongyang.
"They should not forget the lesson taught" by the Yeonpyeong shelling last year, said the statement carried by the official Korean
Central News Agency.”...”
EGYPT UNREST STIRS FEARS INSIDE ISRAEL
November 23, 2011 SpaceWar.com reported: “Days of protest in Egypt, ahead of elections expected to produce big wins for the Muslim
Brotherhood, have stirred fears in Israel about bilateral ties and the future of the countries' peace treaty.
Israel had largely avoided comment on the unrest, which has seen dozens of Egyptians killed, but with protesters showing no signs of calling
off their demonstrations, officials here have started to show concern. On Wednesday, Israel's civil defence minister Matan Vilnai urged Field
Marshal Hussein Tantawi, who heads Egypt's ruling military council, to bring the situation under control.
"The situation is problematic, sensitive and unclear. Tantawi is trying to avoid chaos and transfer power in the mostly orderly way possible,"
Vilnai told Israeli military radio.
"We hope that he will succeed... otherwise we will see general chaos and that will be very bad for Egypt."...
Israeli officials and media commentators have made no secret of their concern about the rise of the Muslim Brotherhood, expected to perform
well in the elections scheduled to begin on November 28.
"It's our main concern," Vilnai said Wednesday.”...”
ISRAELI STRIKE ON IRAN WILL 'JAM, BLIND, DEAFEN' DEFENSES
November 22, 2011 Israel National News reported: “An Israeli attack on nuclear sites in Iran would go beyond air strikes from fighter planes
and likely include electronic warfare against Iran’s electric grid, Internet, cellphone network, and emergency frequencies for fire and police
services, according to a report by Eli Lake, a correspondent for Newsweek and the Daily Beast.
For much of the last decade, writes Lake, ‘Israel has been assembling a multibillion-dollar array of high-tech weapons that would allow it to
jam, blind, and deafen Tehran's defenses in the case of a pre-emptive aerial strike.’
U.S. intelligence officials are reported as saying that Israel has developed a weapon capable of mimicking a maintenance cellphone signal
that commands a cell network to ‘sleep,’ effectively stopping transmissions. The Israelis ‘also have jammers capable of creating interference
within Iran’s emergency frequencies for first responders,’ they said.
In the 2007 attack on a suspected nuclear site in Syria, Israeli planes ‘spoofed’ the enemy's air-defense radars, ‘at first making it appear that
no jets were in the sky and then in an instant making the radar believe the sky was filled with hundreds of planes,’ Lake writes.
Israel also likely would exploit a in Iran's big-city electric grids, which are not ‘air-gapped’—meaning they are connected to the Internet and
therefore vulnerable to a Stuxnet-style cyberattack—officials reportedly said…”
GERMANS TRY TO KILL OFF POUND
November 22, 2011 Express.co.uk reported: “BRITAIN will soon be forced to scrap the pound and join the euro, one of Germany’s most
senior figures said yesterday. In a chilling threat to UK sovereignty, German finance minister Wolfgang Schauble predicted that all Europe
would one day use the single currency. “It will happen perhaps faster than some in the British Isles currently believe,” he said.
His sinister warning followed the emergence of a secret German plan to build a powerful new economic government for the eurozone and
block an EU referendum in Britain. A leaked German foreign ministry memo detailed plans for a new European Monetary Fund. It also
claimed the EU’s treaty could be altered to centralise more power without triggering a vote.
In a further sign of growing German supremacy within the EU, David Cameron was yesterday rebuffed by Chancellor Angela Merkel in talks
over how to tackle the euro crisis. Last night British opponents of the EU were horrified by the bellicose threat to Britain’s economic
independence.
Tory MP Peter Bone said: “I would be happy to have a bet with the German finance minister that the euro will disappear before the pound. It

is a completely absurd suggestion that will never happen.”...
And UK Independence Party leader Nigel Farage said: “This German bullying is deeply unpleasant and the sooner we leave the EU the
better.”
Dr Schauble, who has used a wheelchair since being shot in an assassination attempt in 1990, is nicknamed “Dr Strangelove” in diplomatic
circles. In his astonishing outburst yesterday, he insisted he “respected” Britain’s decision to remain outside the euro. But he claimed that the
UK would ultimately not be able to resist the tide of history.
His warning came amid a furious outpouring of anti-British sentiment in Berlin. Top-selling newspaper Bild asked: “What is England still
doing in the EU?” while another paper branded Britain “the sick empire”...
Last night a YouGov poll for Prospect magazine showed 51 per cent of Britons would vote to leave the EU in a referendum while only 32 per
cent would vote to stay in.”
SYRIA, IRAN AND THE BALANCE OF POWER IN THE MIDDLE EAST
November 22, 2011 Stratfor reported: “U.S. troops are in the process of completing their withdrawal from Iraq by the end-of-2011 deadline.
We are now moving toward a reckoning with the consequences. The reckoning concerns the potential for a massive shift in the balance of
power in the region, with Iran moving from a fairly marginal power to potentially a dominant power. As the process unfolds, the United
States and Israel are making countermoves. We have discussed all of this extensively. Questions remain whether these countermoves will
stabilize the region and whether or how far Iran will go in its response.
While it is unreasonable simply to say that Iran will dominate Iraq, it is fair to say Tehran will have tremendous influence in Baghdad to the
point of being able to block Iraqi initiatives Iran opposes. This influence will increase as the U.S. withdrawal concludes and it becomes clear
there will be no sudden reversal in the withdrawal policy. Iraqi politicians’ calculus must account for the nearness of Iranian power and the
increasing distance and irrelevance of American power.
Resisting Iran under these conditions likely would prove ineffective and dangerous. Some, like the Kurds, believe they have guarantees from
the Americans and that substantial investment in Kurdish oil by American companies means those commitments will be honored. A look at
the map, however, shows how difficult it would be for the United States to do so. The Baghdad regime has arrested Sunni leaders while the
Shia, not all of whom are pro-Iranian by any means, know the price of overenthusiastic resistance.
The situation in Syria complicates all of this. The minority Alawite sect has dominated the Syrian government since 1970, when the current
president’s father — who headed the Syrian air force — staged a coup. The Alawites are a heterodox Muslim sect
related to a Shiite offshoot and make up about 7 percent of the country’s population, which is mostly Sunni.”...
Syria and Iran were particularly aligned in Lebanon. In the early 1980s, after the Khomeini revolution, the
Iranians sought to increase their influence in the Islamic world by supporting radical Shiite forces. Hezbollah was
one of these. Syria had invaded Lebanon in 1975 on behalf of the Christians and opposed the Palestine Liberation
Organization, to give you a sense of the complexity. Syria regarded Lebanon as historically part of Syria, and
sought to assert its influence over it. Via Iran, Hezbollah became an instrument of Syrian power in Lebanon.
Iran and Syria, therefore, entered a long-term if not altogether stable alliance that has lasted to this day. In the
current unrest in Syria, the Saudis and Turks in addition to the Americans all have been hostile to the regime of
President Bashar al Assad. Iran is the one country that on the whole has remained supportive of the current Syrian
government.
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There is good reason for this. Prior to the uprising, the precise relationship between Syria and Iran was variable. Syria was
able to act autonomously in its dealings with Iran and Iran’s proxies in Lebanon. While an important backer of groups like Hezbollah, the al
Assad regime in many ways checked Hezbollah’s power in Lebanon, with the Syrians playing the dominant role there. The Syrian uprising
has put the al Assad regime on the defensive, however, making it more interested in a firm, stable relationship with Iran. Damascus finds
itself isolated in the Sunni world, with Turkey and the Arab League against it. Iran — and intriguingly, Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
— have constituted al Assad’s exterior support.”...
If al Assad survives — and at the moment, wishful thinking by outsiders aside, he is surviving — Iran will be the big winner. If Iraq falls
under substantial Iranian influence, and the al Assad regime — isolated from most countries but supported by Tehran — survives in Syria,
then Iran could emerge with a sphere of influence stretching from western Afghanistan to the Mediterranean (the latter via Hezbollah).”...
Consider the map were this sphere of influence to exist. The northern borders of Saudi Arabia and Jordan would abut this sphere, as would
Turkey’s southern border. It remains unclear, of course, just how well Iran could manage this sphere, e.g., what type of force it could project
into it. Maps alone will not provide an understanding of the problem. But they do point to the problem. And the problem is the potential —
not certain — creation of a block under Iranian influence that would cut through a huge swath of strategic territory.”...”
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